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Minutes of the Meeting of the Steering Group of the PPG held on Monday 25th September 
2017 at the Jubilee Hall, Church Street commencing at 18.00 

 

Present:       Apologies: 
Peter Gooch (Acting Chairman)    Barbara Kenward  
Penny Spencer (Secretary)                                                           Sue Knight 
Helen Allan      
Brenda Westbrook 
James Brew 
Claire Deaves   
Martine Gale 
Vera Davis 
Sue Batstone 
 

1. Welcome and More Introductions 
 

Peter Gooch, now Acting Chairman, welcomed and thanked the attendees.  
 

Since the last meeting a number of people had, for various reasons, decided not to 
continue their involvement. The Steering Group has lost Liz Ockendon, Philomena 
Leech, Erica Bargeman and Kate Wilford. However, joiners to the group are Barbara 
Kenward, formerly Clerk to the Parish Council and Helen Allan, who works full time as 
a nurse researcher/Professor of Nursing. 

 
 

2. Apologies for Absence 
 

Apologies were received from Barbara Kenwood who is on vacation and from Sue 
Knight (who is unwell). Nothing had been heard from Phil Cooper, who took on the role 
of Treasurer at the last meeting, and he has not replied to e-mails from Peter Gooch.  
Peter Gooch will endeavor to contact him after the meeting to see if he wishes to 
continue his involvement. 

 
[NOTE: Since the Meeting Peter Gooch has established that Phil Cooper no longer 
wishes to continue his involvement and apologized for non attendance. The 
Committee requires a Treasurer and a volunteer is sought] 

 
3. Other Steering Group Changes 

 
As members are already aware, David Rice resigned from the Committee at short 
notice and has now left the village.  Peter Gooch has therefore had to step up to the 
position of Acting Chairman until a new Chairman can be found. To this end, Peter has 
written a piece for the next edition of The Rudgwick Magazine, seeking a volunteer. 
None of the existing Steering Group felt they had the time or ability to take over the 
role.  
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Given that Peter Gooch has suffered from health problems over the summer, Penny 
Spencer proposed that she step up to the role of Vice Chairman pro-tem, to relieve 
some of Peter’s workload, if someone would take on the role of Secretary. Vera Davis 
agreed to take on the role of Secretary. The changes were approved by the Steering 
Group. 
 
ACTION: Penny Spencer to meet with Vera Davis to arrange a handover. 

 
 

4. Minutes of the Last Meeting 
 

There were no comments or points arising. 
 

5. Terms of Reference 
 
Penny Spencer ran through the details of the meeting she had had with Dr. Ian 
Pothecary in August, the tenor of those discussions, the issues that had been raised 
and the consequent amendments that had been agreed to the Terms of Reference.  
 
The remaining point outstanding was whether the Steering Group felt that regular 
attendance at the Practice to have direct contact with patients was something that 
they wish to do, given the Healthwatch activity and the areas that they cover on their 
“enter and view” inspections. It was noted that the last one had taken place on 9th 
August and covered areas outside the remit of the PPG, but their frequency was not 
known.  
 
The view of the Steering Group was that, despite some issues that needed to be 
addressed, it was something that they wished to proceed with. 
 
Peter Gooch advised that the first opportunities for this would be the dates for Winter 
Flu Jabs, taking place on Saturday 7th October and Saturday 21st October.  It was 
intended that the October edition of the Newsletter would be available by then. 
 
Helen Allan advised she could give some time on 7th and Martine Gale and Claire 
Deaves would check availability for 21st. 
 
ACTION: Those involved to confirm availability to Peter Gooch who will advise the 
Practice and provide to them a “crib sheet” for approaches to patients. 
 
 

6. Bank Account 
 

David Rice had taken on the task of opening the Bank Account but regrettably had not 
progressed this before he left the village. 
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Peter Gooch had struggled with completing the forms provided by Co-Op Bank as they 
appeared to require the PPG to have a Constitution and/or be registered with the 
Charity Commissioners.  
 
Penny Spencer had investigated the question with Lloyds Bank, with whom she banks, 
and they appeared to have an account intended for Clubs, Charities and Societies 
which may be more appropriate.  
 
If Phil Cooper does not wish to continue his involvement Peter Gooch will investigate 
this. It is not the intention of the PPG to register with the Charity Commissioners. 

 
7. NAPP Conference 

 
David Rice attended the annual conference on behalf of the PPG on 24th June and sent 
an e-mail to the members of the Steering Group on 27th June summarising the matters 
under discussion. He had however promised to send on details of the presentations 
and post seminar material but this had regrettably not materialized and was not 
included in the disc of information that he had provided to Peter Gooch. 
 

8. Meeting with Doctors on 6th September 
 

Peter Gooch summarised his meeting with the Practice on 6th September.  He had 
previously circulated his Minutes of the Meeting to the Steering Group but some had 
not received these and he would send them again. There is an issue with the Practice 
not being happy with his Minutes and wanting to “vet and approve” them before 
circulation. There was also an issue in that the Doctors had asked him to write an 
article for The Rudgwick Magazine on waiting times, then refused to allow it to be 
published. Members of the Steering Group were therefore asked to treat them as 
Confidential for the time being. 
 
Peter Gooch has not yet agreed the date of the next meeting. 

 
 

9. Survey Monkey Report 
 

Peter Gooch has managed to retrieve the information completed by Steering Group 
members of their areas of medical interest, on the Survey Monkey account set up by 
David Rice. He will supply the password and login details to Penny Spencer so she can 
also access this information. 
 
A discussion took place over other methods of electronic communication. Penny 
Spencer mentioned the Rudgwick Community Board on Facebook but it was not clear 
who had “ownership” of the page. James Brew would investigate this. 
 
ACTION: Peter Gooch to supply Survey Monkey details to Penny Spencer and James 
Brew to investigate the Rudgwick Community Board.  
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[NOTE: Since the Meeting James Brew has established that the Rudgwick Community 
Board is run by an unnamed individual in Rudgwick. This is not considered to be an 
appropriate platform for the PPG because of the lack of transparency and control. 
James has offered to set up and administer a separate Facebook page for the PPG, 
which Peter Gooch and Penny Spencer have agreed]. 
 

10. Medical Practice July RCGP Meeting 
 

Penny Spencer explained that the email from David Rice of 27th June and various other 
communications from him may have lead the Steering Group to think that the meeting 
at the Surgery on 12th July and the discussions David Rice had with Dr. Heber from the 
Royal College of General Practitioners constituted some sort of follow up “inspection” 
by the CQC.  This was not the case, the Surgery have rather called on this assistance of 
their professional body to lend assistance in implementing the changes required as a 
result of the CQC Report.  There will not consequently be any sort of report emanating 
from this and it is a matter between the Practice and the RCGP. 
 
Peter Gooch reported that the next inspection of the CQC is in fact imminent and Peter 
will be attending at the Practice as part of this exercise on Thursday 28th September at 
14.15. It is apparently hoped by the Practice that this will result in their coming out of 
special measures. 

Penny Spencer asked the members to note that the Government have now completed their 
inspections of all GP practices and that the results show that 86% of practices are good 
while only 2% were considered inadequate overall. Given that members all consider 
themselves well served by the Practice, it is surprising that we fall in that 2%.  She also 
reported an article in The Times on 21st September indicated that the Government will urge 
patients to switch practices as 7m patients are treated at GP surgeries with serious safety 
problems. To quote The Times:- 

“Inspectors urged patients to switch to better performing surgeries after finding that one in 
seven had issues with safety and one in ten was not good enough overall. 

They uncovered “pockets of persistent poor care” including out-of-date medicines, a failure 
to follow up on test results, delayed cancer diagnoses and a lack of checks on the medical 
qualifications of staff. 

Smaller surgeries were more likely to do badly, the review showed, with the worst half the 
size of the best. They have been ordered to end “professional isolation” by linking with 
neighbouring surgeries to share resources and expertise.” 

11. Practice Attendance 
 

Covered elsewhere. 
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12. Issues from the Practice 
 

None, other than as previously mentioned. 
 

13. Horsham Locality Patients Group (“HLPG) 
 
Peter Gooch reported that David Rice attended the last meeting on 5th July and we 
have a copy of the Agenda, but the notes of the Meeting have not been made available 
by him. The next meeting is on 19th October 2017 and Martine Gale and Helen Allan 
agreed to attend on behalf of the PPG.  David Gooch will contact David Philips to see if 
(as with the Meeting on 20th April) a list of “Action points” is available from the 5th July 
Meeting. 
 
Peter Gooch also mentioned a meeting of the Horsham and West Sussex CCG and the 
Crawley CCG in Crawley on 17th October 2017. Penny Spencer agreed to attend this in 
his stead. 
 
ACTION: Peter Gooch to supply details to Martine Gale and Helen Allan for the HLPG 
and to Penny Spencer for the Crawley Meeting and to follow up with David Phillips. 
 

 
14. Creating a Healthy Horsham 

 
Penny Spencer reported that she attended this conference in Horsham on 21st 
September. Dr. Mackenzie was the opening speaker. 
 
Penny Spencer reported the following key points, relevant to the PPG, that came out of 
the Meeting, the main purpose of which was to encourage patients to take more 
responsibility for their own health and wellbeing: - 
 

 Self-referral for physiotherapy at Horsham Hospital is now available for patients 
in Rudgwick. The current waiting time is 3 weeks, but this may increase as more 
patients become aware of the service. Helen Allan advised that you are 
required to complete a self-assessment form giving details of your condition. 
Peter Gooch advised that details have been put in the next Newsletter. 

 With effect from November 2017, with a view to giving better access to GP’s, a 
pilot scheme is being undertaken for 6 months, creating a “hub” between a 
number of practices, including Rudgwick. The aim is to facilitate urgent, evening 
and Saturday appointments across the area. It is also hoped that this will attract 
new GP’s to the area, where there is a shortage. 

 The time for completion of the Extended Access Survey has been extended to 
29th September.  New members of the Steering Group have not seen David 
Rice’s email on this and Penny Spencer will try and recirculate the link. It can be 
completed on-line. 

 Many attendees at the conference were unaware of services like Horsham 
District Wellbeing Hub, referred to in our last Newsletter. Communication from 
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Horsham DC needs to be improved and while they produce a lot of paper on 
their services, they do not seem to use electronic communication and appear to 
rely on those already unwell visiting places where information is available 
rather than getting it out into the wider and as yet unwell community. 

 Horsham District Council are holding a Health and Wellbeing Market Place 
Event at the Council offices on Wednesday 18th October 2017 from 10.30 and 
13.00. A flyer produced by Horsham DC was made available. 

 The state of the Horsham and West Sussex CCG, see below. 
 

15. Special Measures Horsham and West Sussex CCG (“HWSCCG”) 
 

Penny Spencer reported that at the Creating a Healthy Horsham conference, Dr. 
Mackenzie spoke in his capacity as a Clinical Director for HWSCCG. Members may not 
be aware that in July NHS England decided to place HWSCCG in financial special 
measures. This information was circulated by David Rice to Committee Members only. 
Information provided publicly to the HWSCCG is limited to a statement on the website 
that essentially, they are “working on it”.  
 
Penny Spencer therefore asked Dr. Mackenzie, in the open Q & A session, what the 
implications were of this for patients.  Earlier in his presentation Dr. Mackenzie had 
stated that for the wider CCQ region of the south of England the overspend was 4.5% 
and for HWSCCG is around £18m. 
 
Dr. Mackenzie mentioned some of the areas where savings were being achieved such 
as medical dressings, medicines (both often destroyed for non-use, the former being 
patient specific), and initiatives such as the “hub” for GP appointments. However, he 
acknowledged that there would have to be cuts in services provided but anticipated 
that there would be “patient engagement” before these were implemented. IVF 
services were also mentioned. Helen Allan advised that these were already curtailed in 
Surrey. Whether PPG’s will form part of this patient engagement and the timetable for 
such consultation is not known. 

 
16. Events 

 
Peter Gooch is keen to get our own first village event organised.  Given how long the 
lead in period is he suggested around March 2018, outside of the school holidays. To 
take in those in full time employment this should run from say 15.00 to 19.00.   An 
event, along the lines of the Health and Wellbeing Market Place was thought suitable 
with stalls such as Learning to Use the Defibrillators and St. Johns Ambulance (for 
whom James Brew volunteers).    
 
ACTION: Peter Gooch will start work on this.  
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17. Fundraising 
 

Penny Spencer explained her discussions with Dr. Pothecary regarding fundraising for 
the Practice and the existence of a previous “friends” group.   
 
The view of the meeting was that members were in favour of assisting with fundraising 
for small items of equipment etc., in so far as they were not funded by the NHS, 
provided it was combined with events such as Rudgwick Day, Rudgwick and Ellen’s 
Green Gardening Association Shows etc. The possibility of a raffle was also agreed 
upon. 

  
18. AOB 

 
Newsletter 
 
This had been worked on by Peter Gooch, Martine Gale and James Brew and subject to 
some technical issues should be available shortly, certainly before the Winter Flu jab 
dates. The problems stemmed from David Rice having used a desktop publishing 
software programme which is not available to others, without purchase. James Brew 
has been using his school’s facilities to prepare the latest Newsletter. 
 
As the purchase of appropriate software and, say, 4 licences could be considered 
capital expenditure, Penny Spencer asked whether it might be funded by the Parish 
Council.  
 
ACTION: Vera Davis to explore the purchase of appropriate software with the Parish 
Council 
 
Keep Our NHS Public 
 
Helen Allan reported that she had joined this group and would report back on its 
activities. 
 
Minibus 
 
The question of acquiring a Minibus had been discussed at the Meeting at the Practice. 
Vera Davis reported it had also been discussed at the Parish Council but that at the 
moment they lacked a full analysis of running costs, driver training, driver 
commitment, insurance etc to make any progress on the issue. Sharing with other 
communities is under consideration. 
 
Steph Grant 
 
Brenda Westbrook reported that this lady had recently lost her husband and wanted to 
let the Practice know how much she appreciated the support she had received from 
them.  
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`  

19. Date of Next Meeting 
 

It was agreed that this will take place in mid-January, on a Monday, either 15th or 
22nd January 2018 subject to availability of the Jubilee Hall. Peter Gooch will confirm. 
 
 
 


